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By Ron Cooper

Bancroft Press, United States, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. An ancient legend claimed that Jesus had a twin brother Thomas. An extra-Biblical text that
dates from perhaps as early as the late first century CE (which would make it the same age as the
Biblical Gospels) claimed to be the secret teachings of Jesus as recorded by Judas Didymos Thomas.
The Greek word Didymos and the Aramaic word Thomas both mean twin. While only several Greek
fragments of this manuscript, dating to the early second century CE, actually exist, a manuscript
written in Coptic from the fourth century was discovered in 1945. This Gospel of Thomas contains
114 purported sayings of Jesus, many of which resemble passages in the New Testament.Drawing
upon years of extensive research in early Jewish and Christian history and recent work on the
historical Jesus, acclaimed novelist Ron Cooper focuses on Thomas of Nazareth, old and bitter after
years of self-imposed exile from his homeland, who returns to Jerusalem to write a book about his
identical twin brother Jesus. Disgusted by how others have perverted his brother s message,
Thomas wants to set the record straight. But in doing so, he...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I have go through and that i am sure that i will gonna go through once more yet again down the road. I am
just very happy to let you know that this is basically the best book i have got go through inside my own life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Eldr idg e Reilly-- Eldr idg e Reilly

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 percent of your book. Its been developed in an
exceptionally straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this pdf where in fact transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Da lton Mer tz-- Da lton Mer tz
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